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Abstract: Screening systems that provides shielding of 

workspaces and living quarters of electromagnetic radiation in 

microwave and radio waves field from the environment are 

electrical structures presented in the paper. The energy of these 

radiations is consumed by means of passive resonant 

oscillating electric circuits, each provided at different 

wavelength and covering a wide range of frequency and by 

short-circuit copper or aluminum turns. Oscillating circuits and 

metal cage coils are invisibly embedded in various building or 

ornamental materials of spaces and uses the radiant energy 

from the outside by the resonant oscillation, turning it in heat 

and protecting living spaces effect of high frequency 

electromagnetic radiations. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Atermic effect of electromagnetic radiation, specifically to 

low-intensity emissions from mobile phones, radios, radar, etc. 

it is not directly measurable by heating the living bodies 

exposed, that is manifested by the degradation that can lead to 

tumor cell, last statement is currently certified by 

specialists(Abdel et al., 2006), (Hutter et al., 2006), (Fritze et 

al., 1997), (Finnie et al., 2002). Solutions that appeal to so-

called Faraday cage are used for electromagnetic shielding 

which means dressing your living or working space in a metal 

shell, usually made of wire mesh form, bound to earth. Faraday 

cage isolated only low frequencies, has a high cost price and 

make aesthetic problems when it is done after finishing the 

building (Johannes et.al., 1992). Currently, for high frequency 

electromagnetic shielding technical means are applied to 

building achievement, or correctly applied without structural 

changes in buildings. The concern of the authors  (Gutt et. al., 

2010), (Gutt et.al., 2010-1), (Gutt et.al., 2010-2), is the 

achievement of performance electromagnetic shielding means 

with the primary purpose of these insulated structures to be 

passive, to screen a high range of frequencies  from the 

environment, to be applied easily in terms of technology and to 

provide a low cost. 

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 
 

In the first phase of research  were developed means of 

electromagnetic shielding  with primary materials destination 

for construction having the aim of neutralizing the high-

frequency electromagnetic radiation by using shorting rings of 

copper sheet, of various diameters, the rings being more evenly 

distributed in building materials brick displacement type, 

concrete blocks, concrete, or material of gypsum boards flat 

type, fibreboards, fibreboards plated with plastics or veneer  

being used in the construction and / or plating rooms and 

furniture manufacturing. High-frequency radiation from the 

environment are processed by copper rings in heat by eddy 

currents and inductive heating, these rings being in fact some 

electrical turns in  short-circuit, they can be made of copper 

sheet by punching, thin copper tubing having various outer 

diameters, using automatic laser cutting, or copper wire with 

automatically bonding of wound heads.  

In Figure 1, a, b, c, d, e, are presented these solutions. 

In the second phase have been developed corrective means 

for living and working spaces so that they do not affect the 

environment on the contrary help to harmonize it. 

Passive LC oscillating circuit are the basic constructive 

elements in this case (Figure 4), made from thin sheets of 

aluminum foil glued to a polyethylene support figure 2, bands 

that are embedded during the manufacturing process within  

building material type of gypsum boards, fiber boards, plastic-

faced hardboards, etc., used later in the realization of buildings, 

plating inhabited rooms, or performing  furniture. Oscillating 

circuits consumed radiant energy from the external 

environment and convert it into heat protecting living space by 

its electromagnetic shielding in a wide range of specific  

frequency of environment electromagnetic radiation. 

 

 
Fig.1. The solution for incorporation of copper rings in various 

primary building materials such as (a), bricks, (b), fibrous wood 

plates, (c) veneered or coated with melamine plates, (d), 

laminated wood, (s) gypsum boards.  

 

 
Fig.2. The view  in the  mirror of a strip segment of oscillating 

circuits containing three inductors and three identical capacitor 

plates, glued on polyethylene film, in final resulting  by 

symmetrical  folding three oscillating circuits,  symmetric three 

oscillating circuits, each tuned to different resonant frequency. 
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Fig. 3. Decorative panel with electromagnetic shielding role 

achieved with passive oscillating circuit  of copper coils in 

cage: 1-wood-frame, 2-base plate, 3- disks of equal thickness 

resinous branches but different diameters, 4-segment for filling  

gaps, 5-glassy and transparent synthetic filling resin, 6-

oscillating plane circuit type LC, 7-copper rings of different 

diameters connected in short-circuit 

 

A special solution is to fit such a kind of oscillating circuits, 

figure 2 (see detail B1-fig.3) and of copper coils in the circuit 

of the type shown in Figure 1 (see detail B Fig.3), behind of 

some discs made from resins branches, discs that are then glued 

on flat substrates, realizing ornamental panels with advanced 

electromagnetic shielding, but with a soothing effect by 

geometric aesthetic obtained. 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Making electromagnetic shielding promoted by the authors 

is based on electromagnetic radiation consumption at low and 

medium frequency, through a large number of copper turns 

cages placed in various construction materials, Figure 1, and at 

the high frequency oscillating circuits placed passive, figure 4, 

between environment and living space, using for this purpose 

LC oscillators with resonance frequencies given by different 

specific frequencies (telephone, radio, radar, etc.) existing in 

the environment to calculate the resonant frequency f0 or 

circular frequency (angular velocity) ω0  of  LC oscillator 

circuit is used Thomson's  relationship 
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where: 

            L - inductance coil 

            C - condenser capacity 

 

Radiant energy absorbed by the oscillating circuits 

embedded in the structure of various building materials is 

consumed by the coil plane resistivity and by dielectric loss of 

plan capacitor being converted into heat. A way to achieve an 

oscillating circuit bands, which have different resonant 

frequency given to the specific frequency values existing in the 

environment is the use of the aluminum foil glued on a thin 

polyethylene strips. In order to generate chemical the coil and 

the plan capacitor, aluminum foil is coated with a photoresist 

polymer, then irradiated with ultraviolet radiation through a 

mask which reproduces on scale the image of coils and the 

armature of capacitors. After this operation, follows a chemical 

film development the which l have the effect of dissolving both 

the polymer as well as the aluminum foil in irradiated area, on 

polyethylene strip remaining two half LC oscillating circuits in 

mirror, the two coils being in the form of two identical plane 

 
Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of the L-C oscillator: 1, 2-plates, 2- 

dielectric (2 x thickness of plastic film), n-number of coil turns 

 

spirals, the Archimedean spirals, each of them having  a disc in 

the center  which is an armature of the oscillating circuit 

capacitor, figure 2. Oscillating circuit is functional only after 

folding the polythene foil on a line of symmetry which passes 

through coils pairs and pairs of capacitor armatures. Total coil 

inductance L consists of the sum of two inductances L/2 of the 

two symmetric coils, and capacity C of the capacitor is given by 

the two capacitor armatures that have as dielectric a double 

polyethylene foil between them. A strip contains, depending on 

its length, up to tens of LC oscillating circuit each having the 

resonant frequency given on another representative value by 

proper sizing of the surface area A of capacitor armatures and 

by the number of   coil turns. Mechanical stamping followed by 

folding is another way to achieve oscillating circuits. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
 

The achievements of the team in the field of conception and 

design of means for varied shielding field provides an 

electromagnetic shielding in low-cost price conditions, in  a 

large range of frequencies existing in the environment, thereby 

protecting the living and working spaces of harmful influence 

of electromagnetic radiation of low and high frequency. 

Electromagnetic shielding system developed does not require 

power supply, maintenance and control to be operating 

throughout the duration of the building, throughout the duration 

of the plating room or using the furniture or ornamental 

structures type painting type. 
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